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CLIENT:  
DESCRIPTION: Our brief was to create a meeting space that would 

be functional and fabulous. We went all out with the 
design installing a faux green wall and crittal style 
mirrored screen along with on trend tiles laid in variety 
of styles to bring texture and depth to the space. 

Oakley New Homes Hub  
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MINTONYOUNGLIMITEDThe showroom benefits from Underfloor Heating, Philip 

Hues lighting and a boliing water tap to name a few. 
The WC really is a converstaion piece with 3-D prism 
tiles, you’ll think you’ve just stepped into the future. 

CLIENT: 
 DESCRIPTION: 

Oakley New Homes Hub  
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CLIENT: 
DESCRIPTION: A fun, inspirational office with intuitive and personalised 

lighting system, facilitated through individual controls 
for each staff member. Unique Artwork and bespoke 
mesh ceilings complete this original and inspiring office 
design.

Rakuten Marketing
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CLIENT: 
DESCRIPTION: We created a new cafeteria and break-out space to 

help with staff well-being. Complete with new fitted 
kitchen, bespoke benches and bubble chairs. 

Rakuten Marketing
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MINTONYOUNGLIMITEDComplete refurbishment of the ground floor for these 

cool cats. A polished concrete floor married with 
bespoke ash cladding, designer lighting and of course 
a banging soundsystem to boot!

CLIENT: 
DESCRIPTION: 

Ninja Tune 
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MINTONYOUNGLIMITEDFull optimisation of office space for forward thinking 

media company. PVC stretch ceilings and coloured 
laminates bounce the light around this playful and 
inspiring interior. Climb in booths make a great 
alternative to sitting in a boring office! 

CLIENT: 
DESCRIPTION: 

Brandwatch 
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DESIGN SERVICES At our core is design. Put simply, we love it! 
We are happy to progress your ideas or share 
some of our own. Above are some preliminary 
sketches prepared for existing clients with the 
final arrivals shown below.
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MINTONYOUNGLIMITEDA feature packed environment for a successful 

digital media company. Includes a vibrant juice bar 
to boost employee health and well-being, a library, 
a luxury shower and washrooms....No need to go 
home! 

CLIENT: 
DESCRIPTION:

DC Storm 
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CLIENT: 
DESCRIPTION: Sleek and stylish design. Curved glass and recessed 

media wall help to create a flush, minimalistic finish. 
Hidden projectors keep the technology out of sight. 
Feature lighting sets the right mood and the Table 
Football provides much needed respite from busy 
working schedules.

Brandwatch
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MINTONYOUNGLIMITEDComplete modernisation throughout for this Award 

Winning record label. New hardwood shopfront 
and glass partions allow light to flood through this 
creative space. Newly installed high speed data 
connection enables their music to connect to the 
rest of the world.  

CLIENT: 
DESCRIPTION: 

Ninja Tune
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MINTONYOUNGLIMITEDA super cool retro office situated in the heart of Brighton.  

Sustainably sourced veneers holds centre stage here. 
The reception area is bright area is bright, inviting and 
open, ready to welcome any potential client. 

CLIENT: 
DESCRIPTION: 

Brightwave




